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BEFORE THE ENERGY RESOURCES CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

In the Matter of: CPV Sentinel Energy Project

Docket No. 07-AFC-03C

SENTINEL ENERGY CENTER, LLC
NOTICE OF PROJECT NAME CHANGE

Dennis Johnson, Plant Manager
Sentinel Energy Center
P.O. Box 1328
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
d.johnson@dgc-ops.com

August 26, 2021
BEFORE THE ENERGY RESOURCES CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

In the Matter of:

CPV Sentinel Energy Project

Docket No. 07-AFC-03C

SENTEL ENERGY CENTER, LLC
NOTICE OF PROJECT NAME CHANGE

Sentinel Energy Center, LLC ("Project Owner") hereby provides a courtesy notice that (1) the name of the CPV Sentinel Energy Project (07-AFC-03C) has been changed to Sentinel Energy Center ("Project") and (2) the Project Owner was renamed from CPV Sentinel, LLC to Sentinel Energy Center, LLC. There is no change to the direct owner or operational control of the Project as a result of these administrative changes. The Project Owner respectfully requests that these names be reflected in the California Energy Commission’s records, website, and future communications regarding the Project.

Please direct communications and correspondence relating to the Project to:

Dennis Johnson, Plant Manager
Sentinel Energy Center
P.O. Box 1328
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
d.johnson@dgc-ops.com

Dated: August 26, 2021

Respectfully submitted,

By: 

/s/ 

Sentinel Energy Center, LLC

Name: Dennis Johnson

Title: Plant Manager